Abstract. The air-conditioning load will increase in the rooms with the same envelope size and same thermal performance, but in different height. Thermal reaction coefficient method is widely used in calculation of air-conditioning load. Change rule of thermal reaction coefficient can be confirmed by a calculation case in this paper. With the increase of the height of building, the reaction coefficient will increase.
Introduction
Heat transfer on the building surface is greatly affected by corresponding wind speed. Especially in the high-rise building, building surface wind speed will increase with height, so that the surface heat transfer enhancement. Meanwhile additional heat loss is accompanied by increased air-conditioning load.
With the change rule of reaction coefficient, the air-conditioning load and corresponding capacity of air-conditioning system can be calculated accurately. The rule also can be used to analyze internal force and deformation in concrete structure building to reduce the risk of surface cracking produced by solar radiation and convection heat transfer.
Wind Speed Distribution Law
At low altitude, the wind speed near to the ground surface will increase with height increasing due to surface friction. Below 100m, the average wind speed profile is fitted by the logarithmic equation. In 100m-300m height, the average wind speed profile is fitted by exponential law. And the height above ground 300m-500m, wind speed achieves maximum, because air flowing almost not be affected by ground surface friction but action of air pressure. Conclusion above also can be revealed in equation (1), (2) . Wind speed variation presets logarithmic law in 10m-100m height, and presets index law in 100m-300m height.
Wind speed distribution in logarithmic law (10m-100m) is shown in equation (1):
Wind speed distribution in index law(100m-300m) is shown in equation2:
Where 0 Z is roughness height(In the neutral layer, roughness height is the height which vertical wind speed is approaching to zero, roughness height is 1.1m in Beijing), 1 Z is standard 4th International Conference on Sensors, Measurement and Intelligent Materials (ICSMIM 2015) height(Standard height is 10m in most nations), u is average speed in Z height, 1 u is average speed in 10m height,  is wind speed profile index.
Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient in Different Height and Correspondent Wind Speed
Typically, convective heat transfer coefficient can be calculated and tested in natural convection state. But in fact, the wind speed on high-rise building surface increases with height. In the case of considering wind direction parallel to wall surface, the equation (3) is used to calculate convection heat transfer coefficient.
Where  is the heat transfer coefficient, v[m/s] is the velocity on wall surface.
According to equation (3), convective heat transfer coefficient in different height and correspondent wind speed in 10m, 100m, 200m and 300m height can be calculated in Table1. 
Table1. convective heat transfer coefficient and correspondent wind speed in different height

Reaction Coefficient Method
The reaction coefficient method proposed by D. G. Stephenson and G. P. Mitalas in Canada in the late 60's. In essence, reaction coefficient method integrates modern control theory into the Laplace transform and the invert transform. In the premise of considering the wall as a thermal system, the heat flux variation caused by the disturbance of triangle temperature wave cell is obtained by decomposing the boundary condition which varies continuously into a series of triangular pulses by multiplying the pulse height with the triangle pulse cell. In the view that each pulse is linearly independent and thermal system is linear system, the whole heat process can be obtained by application of superposition principle and convolution principle.
The Transfer Matrix[3]
From the theory of heat transfer, the thermal field and heat flux variation trend can be obtained by solving the following partial differential equations which is shown in equation (4):
The equation (4) for Laplace transform is shown in equation (5): 
G is transfer matrix of wall system representing thermal characteristics of wall system, and is not related to temperature and heat flux on both side of the wall.
Heat Transfer Coefficient
In solving the heat transfer coefficient, B(s)=0 in the transfer matrix, and  is the I-th root, n is the number of reaction coefficient, n=40, K is the heat transfer coefficient of wall, W/(m2· K).
Case Research
For one type of wall, the wall materials are shown in Table2: Different height root distribution figures are shown in Fig.1-Fig.4 , in which the horizontal coordinates are the roots of B(s), and the longitudinal coordinates are the values of B(s). 
Fig.1 Roots of B(s) in 10m height
